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Now finally I muse.  … with a few photos and trip notes at hand, I remember. 

Arrival Tuesday night after a three-legged-flight from Tulsa to Memphis to Miami to Managua. Now we 

jostle along in the vehicle to Chacraseca.  We leave the close quarters of the city and its hazy mist out 

into the night. The last 10 miles are rough.  We bounce and rattle along on a dry dirt road from one rock 

and hole across to another. The skilled driver knows this road well and evades the most jarring spots. 

I’m amazed the tires and vehicle holds together, particularly as I remember how the unavoidable 

chuckholes on the freeways in Tulsa broke both my front axles on my Subaru. This is a rougher ride than 

the Space Mountain at Disneyland.  I look – no… unlike the Disney ride, there are no warnings about 

vertigo, heart disease, or loose fillings for this ride. We arrive. Out I clamber grateful to be still (little did I 

know this would be a daily experience for the remainder of our Nicaragua trip… and I had not seen the 

worst). 

We had arrived at the Peace House, Casa de Paz, in Chacraseca. A peaceful respite for sure. A deep 

yawning porch that we filled on 

occasion with Nicaraguan made 

rocking chairs as we met with 

collaboration partners on the water 

project, or with the Pastoral 

Committee about community needs 

and dreams. A calm in-depth dialogue 

was ushered in our gentle rocking 

gestures.  I wonder how other 

committee meetings could benefit 

from such a rhythmic circle. Personal 

agendas seem to melt away and a 

better wisdom emerges from our 

motion. 

Life seems difficult, almost overwhelmingly so, in Chacraseca. Perhaps it’s just different from what I’m 

used to in my middle-class U.S. life. Our checked luggage didn’t make it so we’re without half our 

supplies. For me that means, without a towel, sheets, pillow, and all my essential maintenance fluids like 

shampoo, toothpaste, deodorant… and toothbrush. Now I know what’s essential to pack in carry-on 

luggage. Juan Henrique and Julio helped us locate a little house market so that I could get at least a 

toothbrush/toothpaste and a towel, other items Leslie graciously shared from her stock until our 

luggage arrived three days later. But this is not what I mean by the difficulty. Transportation for one 

thing – in this entire community of 8,000 I bet you could count the number of vehicles on one hand. 

Others travel this rough road by horse drawn cart (for those “wealthy” enough to own a horse), 

motorcycle, bicycle, walking… lots of walkers. For those fortunate enough to find work in Leon 10 miles 

away, there are few buses that run and only the one that arrives between 5-6am is reliable. The rest 

may come late if at all. 



 

Water. Clean water. If there is anyone who still supports trickle-down economics, just come to 

Chacraseca to see quite literally what that looks like. Over 90% of the wells are confirmed toxic due to 

bacteria or pesticides, the University in Leon declared four years ago. The only viable solution was to get 

down deep to clean water, deeper than hand-dug wells can reach. Expensive deep drilling is necessary 

to supply a new water system – altogether a $750,000 price tag. For a community of households that 

scrape by on $300 per year on the average. The Austrian government came through with a grant for 

$250,000 so the system was scaled down to a fraction of what was needed. Four years later, it is clearly 

insufficient. Water doesn’t get to every house and there are 200 more houses now. But it gets even 

more complex than that. A company from Spain owns the exclusive rights to sell electricity here. So as 

monopolies are wont to do – the rates double and triple after 6 pm. Rates that were barely affordable 

become out of reach. But the water system trickling by through three 3,000 gallon cisterns need refilling 

and the pump techs have run the pumps after 6pm just often enough to cause the monthly bill to triple. 

The bill is exorbitant yet if not paid the entire community will be without water. Urgent admonitions to 

guard against after-hours pumping are issued. Can’t get ahead, just can’t catch a break. This community 

so needs the new 100,000 gallon water tank and is eagerly willing for the possibility of solar energy to 

remedy this quandary.  

 

What is the most pressing 
concern on your mind? 

Julio translates for us as Dr. 
Daisy responds: The increase 
in malaria and dysentery.  

 

 

Paid only $400 per month Dr. 

Daisy serves Chacraseca. The 

clinic is limited to a budget of 

$100 per month for 

prescriptions (about one small 

shelf’s worth). 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Piglet Rescue Squad 

interruption - we're sitting on the porch at the Peace House using Leslie's laptop and wireless 
connection and a little puppy came wandering into the yard - oh not a puppy a little baby pig! 

He's now crying and crying wanting his 
mother and probably hungry. Tulio says 
he's about 20 days old. Carolina and Tulio 
knows where this lost little pig lives. It has 
no mother, at its house they’re raising it 
with a bottle.  We're going to take the piglet 
home now.... 

 

 

 
The piglet belongs to a young unmarried couple 
18 & 22 with a one year old infant. They are 
among the poorest in Chacraseca. don't own 
land. built a sheet metal "house" as squatters on 
someone else’s land. they pick peanuts (harvest 
season right now) as their means of income. the 
piglet's home is a tire laying flat on the ground 
with a board lid weighted down with cinder 
blocks. they weren't home at the time (probably 
in the fields). not sure how they have money to 
buy milk to feed the piglet.  
  
I noticed the TV antenna and asked if they have electricity - yes, but by bootlegging it from a 
neighbor or from a power line somewhere. I don't know if that means they pay a portion of their 
neighbors electric bill or if the neighbor knows it's being bootlegged. If the electric company 
(there's only one electric company in Nicaragua owned by Spain) discovers the bootleg, whoever 
it's being bootlegged from will be fined $200 and their electric cut off until the fine is paid.  
These folks live on $300 per year so no one can really pay that kind of fine. the brick "factory" 
here is shut down due to that issue... the manager at that time had set up a bootleg line and 
the community cannot pay the fine to restart the "factory." so now the community, in order to 
build houses, must buy bricks (concrete blocks) from a company in Leon that charges high 
rates. 
  
amazing the persistence of life in the midst of obstacle after obstacle. 
 
These are among the snippets of my memory of my first five days in Nicaragua, all at 
Chacraseca. I’ll pick later through the whirl-wind of the remaining four days through Santa 
Emilia, La Flor, Matagalpa, Estili, Masaya, and Managua. 

 


